Skiing Associated Stroke: Causes, Treatment, and Outcome.
Previous studies have described ischemic stroke temporally related to specific triggers, but only 1 series collected patients with acute ischemic stroke (AIS) following downhill skiing and all caused by cervical artery dissections. Here we describe our series of AIS temporally associated to ski practice, focusing on the frequency, pathogenesis, clinical presentation, and prognosis. We maintained a prospective list of Skiing Associated Strokes (SASs) from 2003 to 2017. From all AIS patients included in our stroke registry Acute Stroke Registry and Analysis of Lausanne (ASTRAL) over the same period, we identified a comparison group of non-SAS patients, matched for age and gender. In the 12-year observation period, we identified 17 SASs (4 females, median age 51 years) and 51 matched control patients with nonski-associated strokes. Vascular risk factors, stroke features, and outcome were similar between the 2 groups. Stroke mechanism was arterial dissection in 11 of 17 SASs (65%) and in 7 of 51 control patients (14%, chi-square test: P < .05). In the other 6 cases of ski-associated stroke, etiology was cardiac embolism from atrial fibrillation in 2 patients, large vessel atherosclerosis with stenosis >50% in 1 patient, and undetermined in 3. Among the 11 patients with SAS caused by dissection, 8 reported minor falls while skiing, 1 had a major head trauma without loss of consciousness, and 2 had no traumatism (compared to preceding trauma in 29 of 147 [20%] of all other AIS caused by arterial dissection in ASTRAL, P < .01). Arterial dissection was a significantly more frequent stroke mechanism in SAS compared to matched controls, but other mechanisms occurred as well. Minor or moderate skiing-related trauma preceded most SAS with dissections.